International Doctor Exam (Medical, Taboo, Forbidden)

Brooke must prove to her mother that she
is pure. The only way to do that is to get a
gyno exam while on vacation. First time
Brooke is accused by her mother of being
promoscious. Brookes mother schedules a
gyncology exam with Dr. Smirnov to find
out if Brooke is untouched. Dr. Smirnovs
unorthodox exam
have Brooke
questioning his methods. She wants to
leave, but she needs the doctor to tell her
mother that she is inexperienced. He will
only give her what she wants if she gives
into his taboo and naughty examination
and let him take her hard and unprotected.
Brooke reluctantly agrees to his
examination, but secretly she thirsts for his
large equipment.
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